Citations Guide (APA Format) – adapted from http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/

- Always capitalize proper nouns, including author names and initials
- *Italicize* or underline the titles of longer works such as books
- Put quotation marks around the titles of shorter works such as journal articles
- **When citing A Work by Two Authors:** Name both authors
- **When citing a work by an Unknown Author:** cite the source by its title

For your Reference List (bibliography/works cited) at the end of your paper:

**Article in a PRINT Magazine**
Author’s last name, author’s first name. (date of publication). Title of article. *Title of Magazine*, pages.

**Article in an ONLINE Magazine**

**Article in a PRINT Newspaper**
Author’s last name, author’s first name. (date of publication). Title of article. *Title of newspaper*, pages.

**Article in an ONLINE Newspaper**

**Basic Format for Books**
Author’s last name, author’s first name. (Year of publication). *Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle*. Location: Publisher.

**Web Page**
Author’s last name, author’s first name. (Date of publication). Title of document or article. Retrieved from http://www.someaddress.com/full/url/

**Data Sets**
Name of organization producing data set. (Date of publication). *Title of Data Set* [Data file]. Retrieved from http://www.someaddress.com/full/url/

**Graphic Data (e.g. Interactive Maps and Other Graphic Representations of Data)**

**Audio Podcast**
Name of creator/producer/director – use what info is available (Identifier). (Date of podcast publication). Title of podcast episode [episode #]. *Title of podcast @ url.com*. Podcast retrieved from http://www.someaddress.com/full/url/

**Video Podcasts**
Name of creator/producer/director – use what info is available (Identifier). (Date of podcast publication). Title of podcast episode [episode #]. *Title of podcast @ url.com*. Podcast retrieved from http://www.someaddress.com/full/url/